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an Easter themed 
Stitchery Pattern



YOU’LL NEED...

• Background Fabric - I used a Bone coloured linen. 

- I’m using this design for the front panel of the Astra Mini 

Bag pattern by Little Moo Designs, so I’m starting with a 

Linen panel of 21cm x 23cm 

• Stabiliser - 21cm x 23cm 

• DMC Threads

 #310 - Black

 #604 - Pink

 #912 - Green 

 #3024 - White Grey

 #3755 - Blue

 #3790 - Brown

 #3821 - Yellow
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april fields
This small stitchery is super versitile and can be used across a wide range of different projects, although 
it was designed specifically for the Astra Mini Bag pattern by Little Moo Designs. It’s a great little hunting 
bag, project bag or even a gift bag.  
 
You can work the simple stitchery design by following the Stitch Guide, or you might like to stitch it a little 
differently. You can easily add more details to the design if you’d like, perhaps more flowers in the field, a 
flower crown on the bunny, a “Happy Easter” message - you’re only limited by your imagination!

Head to www.littlemoodesigns.com for the Astra Mini Bag Pattern. 
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stitch guide

Bunny 
Stitch the outline of the Bunny in brown, in Stem 
Stitch using two strands of cotton. 

Bunny Eyes and Nose 
Stitch the outline of the Bunny’s eyes and nose in 
Stem Stitch in black, using two strands of cotton 
and then fill with stem stitch. Use a small amount of 
the grey white thread to stitch a French Knot or one 
or two small Straight Stitches to create the white of 
the eye.

grass 
Stitch the grass in green single Straight Stitches 
using two strands of cotton. 

easter egg
Stitch the outline of the egg in blue, in Stem Stitch 
using two strands of cotton. 

Stitch the yellow decorative line in Fly Stitch using 
two strands of cotton. 

Stitch the pink lines of decorative line in Couching 
stitch using four strands of cotton as the solid base 
line and one strand of cotton as the holding stitch.

Stitch the solid green decorative lines in Stem 
Stitch using two strands of cotton. 

Stitch the scalloped green lines in Fly Stitch using 
two strands of cotton.
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